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Disclaimer

Certain comments made in this presentation may be characterized as forward looking under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements are based on the company’s current assumptions regarding future business and financial performance. Those statements by their nature address matters that are uncertain to different degrees. Those statements involve a number of factors that could cause actual results to differ materially. Additional information concerning these factors is contained in the Company’s filings with the SEC. Copies are available from the SEC, from the IBM web site, or from IBM Investor Relations. Any forward-looking statement made during this presentation speaks only as of the date on which it is made. The company assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These charts and the associated remarks and comments are integrally related, and are intended to be presented and understood together.
IBM brings differentiation to today’s market capabilities

**Cloud**
- Public Cloud a core piece of the solution
- Enterprise & consumer cloud very different
- Enterprise IT = Public Cloud + Private Cloud + On-Premises ...Hybrid integrates

**AI & Data**
- AI from “experimental” to now strategic
- Enterprise & consumer AI very different
- Enterprise applications fueled by expert data ...
- .... small expert data sets vs. general consumer world

**Solutions**
- High value from industry-depth
- Built in the context of an industry’s commercial agenda, core processes and data
- e.g., Health Care, Financial Services, Consumer ...

**Enterprise Services**
- Technology alone insufficient .. must:
  - Redefine how the business should WORK
  - How the technology can make it WORK

**For ALL your data (Hybrid)**
- AI-ready
- Secure to the core

**AI for professionals**
- Protect your insights
- Learn from any size data set

**Embed AI & data to change how work is done**
- New industry platforms

**Digital reinvention**
- The journey to Cloud & AI
- Workflow automation